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About This Game

The game is a FPS in 90's style. Built on Ray Casting technology, but it has a nice graphics, stylized as shooters of the same
years. Has not complicated basis of gameplay; run, shoot and look for an outlet, but during these running you can admire the

trenches and ruins of houses, as well as breathe in pure chlorine.

1914. The Entente is engaged in a bitter struggle with the German Empire. You play as a French soldier on the front line. The
Germans really want to throw your battalion back and brutally attack your positions every day. One quiet night, the protagonist
sensed something amiss... It turns out that the Kaisers surrounded and crushed your position, destroyed a large number of your

brothers in arms and deprived of any hope of salvation.

Features:

- Weapon Arsenal of the WW1

- Classic gameplay

- Old school gameplay

- Epic music

- Graphic design as in Wolfenstein
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- Setting of the WW1

- Variety of locations and environments

- Ability to control the tank
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Title: Great War 1914
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Musrka
Publisher:
Blue Whale Games
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2017
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There seems to be some good stuff in this game, but, my God, it is SO boring. Throughout my playtime I was repeatedly unsure
what I had to do to advance the plot or what my basic goal even was, which meant wandering around the overly large, overly
cluttered environments trying to find the one random interaction that would do something to help me. It's just click, click, click
on every object across long, open, largely pointless environments trying to find that one needle in a haystack with no guidance or
logic that would do something to advance the plot. Also, the load times are insane. I don't understand how a game that looks this
primitive can require 2 minute loads every time there's a shift in location.. Simple, cute, fun.

No more needs to be said.. I enjoyed the experience on this game! \u2727\u2727\u2727

I would recommend this game for people who like :
\u2022  Based on a true story game
\u2022 Difficult puzzles game
\u2022 Super cheap game \u00bb  especially in   this\t bundle! . Table of Contents:
- Foreword
- Graphics
- Gameplay
- Sounds
- Controls
- Quality
- Overall Experience

-Foreword
This game was a lot better than i expected it to, still simply isnt as good as many other farming simulators out there.

-Graphics
The graphics were suprinsingly decent, i didnt take a look at the game before.
Everything looked pretty good, except for the cars.

-Gameplay
The gameplay is basically the same as in every single Farming Simulator game there is.
In my opinion its boring, but some people seem to enjoy it.
The shop it like 10km away, you've got a tractor which only goes 24kph.
Took me like 10-15 minutes just to get to the shop.

-Sounds
The music of the gamen when entering your tractor is louder than the other sounds, even if you put the music volume down in
the options. Other than that, the sounds were not too bad.
Music the same as in every simulator game. Boring and weird.

-Controls
Simulator games have insane controls every time, these controls were okay though.
Took me 5 minutes to figure everything out.
For some weird stupid reason the mouse courser moves faster ingame than on the desktop, which is insanely weird.
You can change gears, to drive backwards you have to press z though. I'd have prefered it to be the -1 gear °w°
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-Quality
The game feels in overall better than the other simulator games i've played in the past 24 hours (which were 5 btw).
Cars actually do stop if you stand infront of them, you can crash into them, they are not ghosted, the physics are actually pretty
decent, its not bad.
Graphics options were only availiable in the launcher, along with resolution and stuff.
The game is really laggy (running on like 20 FPS on a pretty good system)
One car was flying through the air and being really fast and weird while i was on my way to the store.
Also the game crashes when tabbing out (happened twice, second time was when i was on my way back from the store >.<)
For some weird stupid reason the mouse courser moves faster ingame than on the desktop, which is insanely weird.

-Overall Experience
The game is not that bad, there are many farming simulator games which are a lot better though. Would definetly not
recommend this over any other of them. Also, in my opinion its not fun at all.. This is a good game, I love the music, for 20
cents I think it was worth it. Though that last level was a ♥♥♥♥♥. tldr; Challenging but rewarding puzzle game, I really
enjoyed it and the story line. Pay attention, be curious, and you'll have a blast. I'd highly recommend this if you like puzzle
games that aren't easy! It's great!

Fun game, very difficult puzzles in places but not ever impossible. I don't find myself getting truly frustrated most of the time,
it's a lot of trial, error, death, and more trial. But the pace at which you achieve victory vs the time you spend dying on each
puzzle feels nicely balanced, I only felt once or twice I had to stop and take a breather because of frustration, which is less than
most other puzzle games I play.

The mechanics are intuitive and easy to learn, even as they quite often throughout the course of the game throw new mechanics
at you to use on more and more difficult puzzles. And I really feel proud of myself when I finally beat a puzzle or learn to use a
new mechanic.

The story line is pretty good too, considering puzzle platformers don't tend to have much in the way of plot, so that was a nice
surprise. I really like the main character.. I've been following this game ever since the kickstarter and i love this game. It's a
great concepte for a game. But i'm sad to say, this game is just not worth 20 dollers. I bought this on a sale when the game out
for about 5 dollers which is what this game is worth. Now with updates, this game has gotten better over time, but come on, can
you guys not put in more than 5 levels. Now if they add a good amount of songs and that ship upgrade system they've been
talking about, maybe it will be worth the price.
  But if your a dubstep fan like i am, you will like what this game is and has to offer.. Just like real life, the world isn't fair, and
there isn't always a good ending. But it is these faults in our world that makes us appreciate more of the goods in our world.
I haven't unlock all the endings yet, but I am almost done. The game is rather short and will take you about 3-4 hours max if you
skip the parts you've read before and make different choices to go for different endings.

Overall, not a bad game. Just a little short. It would be better if it was longer.
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Don't buy/install this game even if it's offered to you for free. You will only waste hard-disk space and time. The game is not
single player so you have to play vs someone online (no bots). According to Steam charts, the game had on average 6 active
players online in March 2019. So, you have to be extremely lucky to find someone to play this game with.
If at least the game had a single player mode, I may recommend it but up to now I have played zero games bcoz I can't find
anyone online.
. u need a good computer to run. Waste of money. Basic skins looks best.. A really well written story by Argent Games, I
absolutely loved Isaac and Dominic. Definitely wished it were longer but I really enjoyed playing it (especially whenever I got to
see Bishop). The CGs are absolutely gorgeous and I love the sprites too, the art style is really different and appealing.. Is what
the description says.

It describes itself as a casual game and thats what it is. It can be fun to learn what the resource values are and learn to pick when
it is a bargain or not. Also important to recognise is that just because your at a planet type or it is seeking a certain resource that
other resources are still worth buying.

Fun for what it says it is. If people expect something different it's because they didn't read the description :\/. Great puzzle
game. Starts off pretty simple but gets challenging precisely when it should. There are some bonus levels that will take you
VERY long to defeat, which is exactly what you would want from a puzzle game. The concept is clear, and every level is
different. The way it incorporates different kinds of tiles is prorbaly the best part of the game! Definitely worrth the cost, I
would pay more for the game. Definitely reccomend this one!!!
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